ICE BREAKER

Pick a M&M

(we recommend regular or peanut to match the colors in the activity)

It’s almost HALLOWEEN so start your event with something sweet!

What you’ll need: A fun-size pack of m&m’s for each attendee or a bowl of m&m’s big enough for everyone!
Tell Us

Break into small groups and pick a candy out of the package (or bowl) and answer the question that matches the candy's color.

- **Red**  Why did you choose a career (or major) in chemistry/science?

- **Yellow**  If you won the lottery... what’s the first thing you would do?

- **Green**  Who are you dressing up as for Halloween?

- **Brown**  What product can’t you live without that comes from chemistry?  
  (bonus if a metal is involved!)

- **Blue**  What is your favorite 80s hair metal song?  
  (Add it to the Marvelous Metals Periodic Turntable Spotify Playlist!)

- **Orange**  What is the best Halloween candy? (worst?)

Adapted from shescraftycrafty.com